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I. Introduc:tion 

Evel)'one famiHar with the current mind-body debate has probabIy hcard 
about Frank Jackson's neuropbysiologist Mary.l So I tell her story very 
brict1y. Mary knows everything there is to koow about the neurophysiologi
cal basis of human calour vision but she never saw colours herself (she 
always Iived in a black-and-white environment). When Mary is finaIJy 
released into the beauty ofthe coloured worlds she acquircs new knowledge 
about the world and :-. more specifically - about the character af the visual 
experiences of others. Tbis appears clear at first sight. In the ongomg 
philosophical debate, howevert there is no agreement about whether Mary 
really gains new knowledge aud about whether this would. if it wer" so, 
represent a problem for physicalism. Those who defend the so-called 
argument from knowledge (or 'knowledge argument') think that it does.2 

Most participants in the debate agree that there is a strang inl1ition in 
favour of the thesis that Mary makes a genuine epistemic progress after her 
release. But there is disagreement about whether this intuition survives 
criticaJ investigation and also about how thc apparent or genuine epistemic 
progress oan be adequately described. Most work about the argument from 
knowledge has focussed on the question whether it leads - as was origi
nally intended - to the ontologie!l result that there are non-physical facts. 

I For the title compare Jackson 1984b. Th~ example ofMary is prescnte<l in Jadaon 1984n. 

2 The assumptioD in the ex.ample is. more cxacdy, thar MacY knows everything tbere is to 
know about human talaur perception except for what she cannot possibly know gi'Ycn her 
colour deprivation. 
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The epistemologicatly interesting questions raised by theMary':'example, .. 
however. have not yet been considered in mucb detail. It seems olear to me 
that an intuitively adequate theoretica] description ofwhat Mary learns after 
her release has not been proposed so far - neither by those who attack nor 
by those who defend the knowJedge argument. Such a description requirest 

I thinkt the Ule of an epistemological distinction (between phenomcnaJ and 
nonphenomenal beliet) that wilJ be proposed in thc present paper. Using 
this distinction it will be possible to sa)' in apreeise manner what Jackson's 
Mary leams, wben she finally is allowed to see COIOUTS and why she could 
not have leamed all this before. Most philosophers use Nagel' s term of .;" 
'knowing what it's like' in this context.3 But this metaphorical locution is ~~ 
misleading and does not capture the intuition underlying the knowledge 
argument. 

I have been considering Mary~s specific epistemic situation so far. But~ 
of course, the controversy addressed in this paper is not - or only 8t a 
superficiallevel- about how we should describe the oounterfactual situ
ation of a fictitious person. One of the deeper questions behind this iso 
whether there really is -as Mary's example seems to suggest - a specific 
kind of factual knowledge about the experienccs of others that is only 
accessible to an epistemic subject who is acquainted by personal experience 
with the type of mental state at issue. The answer to this question is ~yest 
for phenomenaJ knowJedge as introduced below. Once we accept that there 
is such knowJedge (knowledge that presupposes acquaintance with certain 
specitic phenomenaJ states), then it appears that any description of a con
scious being capable of phenomena) experience that uses only tenns that the 
physicalist accepts as unproblematic will be - in a sense - epistemically 
incomplete7 since it is characteristic for such a description that it ean be 
understood and believed to be true by any rational epistemic subject inde
pendently ofthe speciflc kinds of phenomenal quaJitites it is able to expe
rienc.e given its physiological 4 apparatus 1 • (See Nagel 1986: 13 ff.) 

My main concern in this paper is to convince the reader that the episte
mological distinction 1 propose between phenomenal and nonphenomenaI 
belief concerning the expericnces of others makes sense and that it is useful 
for certain philosophical purposes. I hope 10 show this by using the distincr 
tion in thc following. (I will introduce tbe distinction only for the special 
case of belief and other propositional attitudes concerning colours and 
oolour experiences, but the distinction naturally carries over to belief about 
other phenomena] states,") You might convince yourself ofthe usefulness 
ofthis distinction, e.g. for explicating certain philosophicaJ intuitions. even 

3 The tenn was introduccd by Thomu Nasel see his nunous paper Nagel 1974. 

4 The conditions that must be fulfilled in general in a. ease where rhe distinction makes sense 
llI'C discussed in Nida-Rümelin 1996b. sectlon 3. 
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if you da not - in the end - agree with the view hete presented abaut thc 
knowledge argument. 

ß. An Unusual Epi.temie Situation 

To introduce the distinction betwcen phenomenal and nonphenomenaJ be· 
lief, I will change Maryls example. Like Mary, Marianna has always lived 
in a black·and-white environment. Alsot there are nO colours, we may 
suppose, in her dreams and visual phantasies and imaginations. Maybe 
Marianna has - like Mary - detailed knowlcdge about physiology. but 
this is of DO importance for the following.s Marianna has agreed to partiei
pate in a psyehological experiment which requires that she does not leave 
the house where she bas always been Iiving. But the interior decoration is 
now radieally changed. She sees artificial objects (walls, tables ete.) of all 
colours, hut is not taught the names ofthese colours. She already knows of 
a number of natural objects (like leaves, sunflowers. etc.) that they are 
called 'green" 'yeUow' etc. But she is not allowed to see an)' of these 
objects (she is not allowed to see ripe tomatoes, photographs of landscapes 
or realistie paintings, she is somehow prevented from seeing the natural 
colours ofher own bodYt she does not see the sky, ete.). In the course ofthe 
psychological ex.periment Marianna undergoes the following test: She is 
visually presented with four slides showing clear eases of bIuet red, green 
and yelIow, and she is asked which ofthe four sUdes shows a clear case of 
the colour she believes to be experienced by normal people when they look 
at the sky. Marianna is espeeially impressed by the beauty ofthe red slide. 
Having been told about the beauty of the sky on a sunny summer day she 
says after so me reflection, pointing to thc red slide: 'I believe it's this one.' 
Two more details are relevant fot the following diseussion: Marianna 
believes herselfto be normally sighted and this belief is correct.6 

Already. before she has been presentcd with colours for the first time, 
Marianna has acquired the belief that the sky appears blue to people with 
nonna! colour perception. It appears correct to ascribe this belief to her 
since a number of those conditions are clea.rly fulfilled which normally -
according to the usual practice of belief ascription - lead us to the claim 
that aperson believes that p: Marianna woutd say (when asked the appro
priate question) 'tbe sky appears blue to normally sighted people'; she 
intends to thereby express the belief that is normally expressed using these 

S The example is used here only to introdutCil an epistemological distinction and. contrary to 
Jackson' s use of his example, it does not serve for a direct attack on physicalism- This is why 
I do not need the assumption of 'complete physic:a.1' knowlcd,c .bout human colour 
perception .. 

6 Only under chis assumption we are allowed to draw thc conclusion that will be dra.wn in 
thc followlng. nameJy that Ma.rianna believes - in a eertain sense - mal the $ky appears red 
to normalty sighted people. lf Marianna were red/green blind or pseucl.ononnal (for 
pseudonormaHty see foamote 13), it would be amistake to conclude Ihis. 
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words and she belongs to a language community wbere people normally use 
the above senten ce to claim tbat tbe sky appears blue to nonnally sighted 
people.7 So, if we wisb to describe the beH~fs Marianna holds before her 
acquajntance with colours, then we bave reason to claim: 

(1) Marianna believes that the sky appears blue to nonnally sighted 
people. 

But, when she was finalJy presented with colours, Marlanna did not give 
up this original belief. Her answer in thc above described experiment is not 
acoompanied by arevision of her original opinion about how the sky 
appears to normally sighred people. Therefore, (l) is still correct wben 
claimed about Matianna with respect to the later moment considered. In a 
sense) Marianna still beHeves that the sky appears blue to normally sighted 
people. She stil) trusts those who told her that this is so. Furtbennoret 

Marianna would therefore contradict the verbally (and withou1 ostension) 
ex.pressed opinion that the sky appears red to norrnally sighted people. So 
we also have reason to claim (with respect to her 1ater epistemic situation): 

(2) Marianna does not believe that the sky appears red to nonnally sighted 
people. 

On the other side, there are strong intuitions against (1) and (2). Marianna 
believes herself to be nonnally sigbted and she is normally sighted. Tbc red 
slide appears red to her and she is right in assuming that she has thc same 
type of COIOUf experience when looking at the slide as other people with 
nonnal colouf vision.' In a sense she believes, therefore, that the sIide 
appears to others like it appears to her, namely red. And she believes that 
the sky appears to normally sighted pcoplc with respect to colour like this 
slide" red therefore, and not blue. Viewed in this way it appears correct to 
ascribe to Marianna the following beliefs: 

(3) Marianna believes that the sky appears red to normally sighted people. 

(4) Marianna does not beHeve that the sky appears blue to normally 
sighted people. 

So, on the ODe side t there is a tendency to claim that Marianna believes 
that .the sky looks blue and not red to nonnally sighted people. where this 
intuition is based on the fact that Marianna belongs to a certain language 

7 More preciscly. this sentcnco is nonnally used to claim that the sky appears blut,. to 
nonnally sigbted people (see Nida-Rümelin 1996c: seetion S). But I have nOI )'ct introduced 
thc subscriptins oonvention to distinauish phenomenal and nonphenomena.l belief 'I this 
point cf the present paper. 

S By assuming th~t nonnaJly siahtcd people have the same type of coiour cxpericnce whon 
lookina at the slide 1 da not mean to claim thal thcy experience exactly tbe same shacle of red. 
I just assume that for cvc:ry normally sighted person the silde appears in thc same basic hut 
(red). In every such case, what is seen b; a clear c:ase of red. 
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community. On the ether side, it appeats obvious that Marianna believes of 
the wrang visual quality (namely with respect to red) that it is the eolaur 
experienced by normally sighted peoplc, when looking at the sky"on a sunny 
day. She elearly has, in asense, mistaken beliefs about thc eharacter of the 
colour experiences cf athers. When imagining the sky in tbe way it appears 

""" to others) she would imagine a red sky. In a certain sense she does not know, 
,"" which coJour is the colaur of thc sky. 

To acCOUQt for these conflicting intuitions with respect to Marianna's 
epistemic situation, wo sbould distinguish two readings of belief descrip
tions oontain"ing colour terms in their that-elause, One quickly realizes tbat 
the distinction makes sense not just for eises where the that-clause contains 
a 'colour appearance term' like 'apPeals red to ... S but for any occurrence 
of a colour tenn (as in 'Marianna believes that the sky is red' or in 
'Marianna believes that Peter saw a red tlower in hisdream last night' ).' A 
firstattemptto resolve the conflict between (1) and (4) and (2) und (3) could 
consist in distinguishing phenomenal and nonphenomenal belief in the 
foUowing way: 

(1') Marianna be[ieves nonphenomenally that the sky appears blue to 
nonnally sighted people. 

(2') Marianna does not beJieve nonphenomenally that the sky appears red 
to nonnally sighted people. 

(3') Marianna believes phenomenally that the sky appears red to nonnally 
sighted people, 

(4') Marianna does not believe phenomenally that the sky appears blue to 
nonnally sigbted people. 

But consideration of examples with several QCcurrences of colour terms 
in the belief contex.t shows that we need to distinguish for every occurrence 
of a colour term in the that-clause whether it is used to ascribe phenomenal 
or nonphcnomenal belief (compare belief description (5) below). I therefore 
propose to attach the subscripts cp' (for 'phenomenal') and 'np~ (for 'non
phenomenal') to calour tenns within be lief contexts to express the intendcd 
distinction. Using this subscripting convention we may describe Mari
anna's epistemic situation by the following claims: 

(I'J Marianna believes that the sky appears btuenp to normally sighted 
people. 

(2') Marianna does not believe that the sky appears rednp to nonnally 
sighted people. 

$I Tbe relation bel:wcen belief about colour PCQperties of conerete objccts ('x beUeves that 
roses Ire red' ) and beUcf &bout colour appearances C'x bclieves that roses appear red to 
nonnally sighted peopl",~ ) is discusseä in Nida .. Rümelir11993. cbnpter S. 
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(3') Marianna b.elieves that tbc sky appears redp to normaUy. sighted 
people. 

(4') Marianna does not believe that the sky appears bluep to nonnally 
sighted people. 

(5) Marianna believes that bluenp objects appear redp to nonnally sighted 
people. 

Colour tenns should only be tbus subscripted within belief contexts and 
- more generally - within the description of propositional attitudes and 
tbey are used to distinguish different possible readings of the description as 
a whole. Accepting this subscripting convention within the description of 
propositionaJ attitudes does not force us to introduce subscripts for colour 
tenns also outside such contexts. In my view. there is no way to introduce 
a correspollding distinction for colour terms outside propositional 
attitudes. 1o 

I have been assuming and will argue below that phenomenal belief (and 
nonphenomenal belief as well) is belief about something that may or may 
not be the case. Most contemporary philosophers think of such beliefs as 
having propositions as their content. Therefore. for them the question 
immediatcly arises how we should describe the propositions believed in 
phenomenal and in nonphenomenal belief. Furthennore, who thinks that 
believing is a relation between a beIiever and a proposition will ask whether 
the distinction here introduced is meant as a distinction between two kinds 
ofbeliefrelations (in this case there would be different ways ofbelieving a 
proposition) or whether the distinction is conoerned with the second re Ja
tum ofthe beliefrelation and thus is meant as a distinction between different 
kinds of propositions. What ontoJogical consequences result from the 
knowJedge argument depends on the view one takes about this question. But 

10 Ifthere were I 'corresponding distinction' (in the sense here intended) betwecn 'redp' 

(wh ich would be a calour term taken on its 'phenomenal readin:) and 'rednp' (colour1erm 
on its nonphenomenal reading), then this distinction bctween phenomenal and nonpheno~ 
mcnal Interpretations of colour terms could be used to distlnguish the content of phe
nomenal and nonphenomenal belieb. Tbc content of thc beliefthat the sky appears blucnp 
would tben be given by tbe content of the sentenee 'the sky appears b1ucnp' and 
analogollsly for pbenomenal belief. Thc reason why ( think this picture is completely 
misauided. is - very rough I)' ...... that there is no nonphenomenal concept ofred such that 
whocvcr believes somcthing of the eolour red nonphenomenally, believes it about red 
'under this nonphenomenal concept', What people wbo have nOllphenomenal beliefs 
about a colour share is not their c::onceptual access to tbe colour at issue but ralber the wa"l 
their bellet is aequired and the WIIY It is thereby embedded in a certain soeaal eontext of 
a specific lanaullge community, I do not deny that it mi&ht make sense 10 distinguish 
different senses of colour terms outside belief cORtex.e I just den)' tbat such a. distinction 
would correspond. in tbe simple way skctched abovc. to thc episLemologieal distinction 
here proposecl. 

--------------_._------
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a clear understanding of the distinction does not presuppose adecision 
between the two views about it sketched above. 11 

The distinction is not meant as a diagnosis of a normal kind of ambiguity 
tbat is already there in natural [anguage.12 By a 'normal kind of ambiguity 
in natura.llanguage' I mean eises where a hearer of a senten ce containing 
the ambigious term has first to find out, e.g. by the context Or by askingt in 
whieh of the two senses the term is presently used, before he can possibly 
und erstand the assertion at issue. This is not so in the case of sentences that 
describe propositional attitudes with respect to colour. lf someone says in a 
normal life situation about a person who refuses to buy green salad toma
toes 'she thinks that green tomatoes are immature', we can undcrstand what 
he asserts without disambiguating. There is DO need to ask 'in which ofthe 
two senses do you mean this beliefdescription?' So, the distinction between 
phenomal and nonphenomenal belief{and the corresponding distinction for 
other propositional attitudes) does not corrcspond to anormal ambiguity in 
natural language in the sense explained abave. The reason far this is, 
simply. the following: in normal life situations the truth conditions for 
phenomenal and those for nonphenomenal belief are always simultaneously 
fulfilled, or at least we normaJly implicitly assumc that this is so. Unusual 
epistemic situations that are in relevant respects analogous to the one of 
Marianna nonnally da not oceur. \3 But it is only in these unusual situations 
that thc truth conditions for phenomenal ~d nonphenomenal belief may 
'fall apart'; and only when this may happen is it necessary to add what 
reading is meant in tbc relevant belief descriptions. 
11 An analosous question arises in lhe case of de sr belief. Same have claimed that de se. 
belief has a special contcnt (de se propositions), others think tbat de se attitudes involve a 
specific relation to the proposition at issue, still others claim dlal de se belief is not 
proposition al at all. In chis ease too, one must - in a sense - bave gainc:d a clear 
understandina of what is meant by 'de se' beUefs before one can start to discuss these issucs 
(see e.g. Perry 1979; Chisholrn 1981; Sos. 1983). 

11 I OWO this insight to a disc\I.!Ssicm with Andrcas Kcmmerling. 

U An exception wou,ld bc the case uf pseudonorma.l people if they really exist which is 
presented and discussed at length in Nlda-Rümelin, 199'. I will uso tbis cxample sneral 
times in the following and therefore I here explain thc cast: brietly. According to an empiric::al 
hypothesis about the inheritance of red/green blindness. therc are people who have their 
l'e<:flPtors on the the retina fllled witb photopi&ments in a specific unusual WIY. For this 
specific unusual distribution of photopiaments, ehe so-called opponent process theory of 
colour vision predic:ts an 'inversion' ofred and green, that is to 5&)': what appears greenish to 
normal people appears reddisb to theß'l, an<! viee yorsa. Pseudononnlll people wOllld taU those 
objects red lhat appear green to them (and vicc versal. They would express thc opinion that 
SOmething appears pe"P to a person, uslng the term 'red". To describe thc epistcmic stares 
of pseudonorrnal people the distinction between phenomenal and oODphenomenal belief is 
needed (for a di~U8sion of thi$ tbesis and its consc;quem~;es for ehe philosoph)' of lanaua&e 
see Nida-RUmelin, 19~a). Tbe assumption that pseudononnal people exist does not imply 
thO possibHity of undetectablc qualia inversion. nor ehe possibility cf qualia inversion in a 

" case ot functional 'equivalcnce' . Fot $cientitic literaturo about ehe empirieal hypothosill of 
'.' PSeu<!onOnnal vision see Piantanida 1974 and Bovllton 1979. 
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In. A Few Remarks About the Status or the Propoaed DistindioD 

This section adresses questions that are likely to occur to readers familiar 
with the discussion of propositional attitudes within the analytical tradition 
when they are first confronted with the present epistemologieal proposal. 
Tbc results ,?fthis section are only presuppo~ in the following discussion 
in the sense that they answer objections that are likely 10 be raised against 
the proposed distinction between phenomenal and nonphenomenal belief. 

One might be tempted to think that tbe phenomenaI I nonphenomenal 
distinction here proposed is only a special case of the so-called de re / de 
dlcto distinction. On this view, phenomenal beliefs would be de re beliefs 
that have a special kind of entity, namely colours, a& their objects. But this 
interpretation is like]y to evoke misunderstandings. One might erroneously 
conclude that thc well-known problems of the de Te / de dicta distinction 
need to be solved before one can reasona.bly accept the distinction between 
phenomenal and nonphenomenal belief. Also, one might be tempted to 
conelude that the proposals for apreeise account of tbe de 1'e / de .dicto 
distinetion proposed in the literature could simply be taken over to account 
for the phenomenal I nonphenomenal distinction. J cannot discuss these 
possible claims in detail here, but I wish to e:x.plain briefly how I think one 
should see the interconnection between the phenomenall nonphenomenal 
and tbe de re / de dicla distinction. 14 

Tbc intuition behind the de l'e / de dicto distinction can be seen by a 
comparison of the following two eases. Anna believes that the best dolphin 
swimmer ofMunich is broad-shouldered and her reasons to believe this are 
certain general convictions: She believes that every good dolphin swimmer 
is broad-shouldered, sbe thinks there is one person who is the best at this 
swimming distipHnc in the Bavarian capital and she thinks that there are 
good dolphin swimmers in Munieh. Anna has no idea who 1S the best 
dolphin 5wimmer in !his city. Maria, by contrast, knows thc best dolphin 
swimmer of Munich (without however knowing that he is the best). Mafia 
saw this person in a swimming competition and she saw that he is broad· 
shoulderod.. So Maria too beHeves (in a certaio sense) that this person (tbc 
best dolphin swimmer in Munich) is broad·shouldered. Maria's beliefis
in a sense - about this individual person (about this 'thing', this "res') the 
beliefis a paradigm case of so-called 'de re belief). Anna., by contrast, does 
not seem to have any opinion about !his particular person. Her belief is a 
typical ex.am.ple for the jdca underlying the notion of a 'mere' de dicta 
belief. 

It is common to distinguish between the de Te I de diclQ dichotomy on the 
level ofbe) jef descriptions on the one side and the corresponding dichotomy 
on the Jevel of the beliefs themselves On the other. Thc difference betweeu 
de re and de dicto belief descriptions can be explained by tJieir hidden 
14 fDr a c:oßcise and clear presentation ofthe dt r, I de diclo debate see Haas-Spohn 1989. 
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logical stnlctllre. ThU$ thc following belief description (6) if interpreted on 
its de dicto reading can be paraphrazed by (6'): 

(6) Anna believcs that the best dolphin swimmer of Munich is broad
sbouldered. 

(6') Anna believes that there is someone who is the best dolphin swimmer 
of Munich and who also is broad-shouldered. 

By contrast) the assertion (7). if interpreted on its de re reading cau be 
paraphrased by (7'): 

(7) Maria believes that the best dolphin swimmer of Munich is broad
shouldered. 

(1') There is a person who is the best dolphin swimmer ofMunich and who 
is believed by Maria to be broad-shouldered. 

Tbe quantifier ('there is someone who ..• ') appears witbin the range of 
the belief predicate in (6') (the quantifier has 'narrow scopus') whereas in 
(7') it appears outside the belicfpredicate (tbe quantifier bas wide scopus). 
It is sometimes claimed that there is nothing more behind the so-cal1ed de 
l'e I de dicta distinction than this syntactic ambiguity. Whoever tends to 
think that way, might suspect that there is nothing more to the phenomenal 
I nonphenomenal distinction here proposed either. Ifthis were true then the 
phcnomenal reading of (8) could be captured by paraphrasing with 'wide 
scopus' - see (8'). 

(8) Maria believes that the sky appears bluep to nonnalJy sighted people. 

(8,) There is a colour such that it is the colour blue and it is believed by 
Marianna to be the colour in which normally sighted people see the 
sky. 

But this reformulation of (8) does not exclude a nonphenomenal reading. 
Marianna has learned the term 'blue' by peop)e who refer to the coJour blue 
using this tenn. Her nonphenomcnal belief that the sky appears bluenp to 
normally sigthed people, iSt therefore> in a sense a belief about tbis eolour. 
namely about bIue. So the phenomcnall nonphenomenal distinction cannot 
be captured simply by pointing out the syntactic ambiguity at issue and the 
latter ambiguity cannot replace t110 distinction betwecn phenomenal and 
nonphenomcrial belief. 

De re beliefdescriptions face the well-known problem thatQuinepointed 
out using his famous Orlcutt-example: ' 

There is a ccrtain man in a brown hat w hom Ralph bas glimpsed severaI times 
under questionable c:ircumstances on whlcb we need not enter here; suffice it 
to say that Ralph suspects he is a spy. Als.o there is a gray-baired man, vaguely 
known to Raloh as rather a nillarofthe cnmmllnitv_ whnm Rsdnh i~ nnt awsm" 
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( 
men are oue and the same. (Cited from Quine 1953.) 

. lt would be natural to describe Ralph's beliefs as follows: 

(9) Ralph believes that the man witb the brown hat is a. spy. 

(10) Ralph does not believe that the man at the beaeb is a spy. 
These heUefs are beliefs about one and the same person whose name 
'Ortcutt' in Quine)s story. Interpreted as de Te belief descriptions (9) an 
(10) would have to be paraphrased by (9') and (10')1:5: 

(9') There is a man named Ortcutt who is beHeved hy Ralph to be a spy. 

(10') There is a man namend Ortcutt wbo is believed by Ralph to be no SP) 

We thus have 8t'Tived at ascribing conflicting beliefs to Ralph whic, 
already appears problematic. Serious problems arise if one further accept 
the following belief description (11) for tbc epistemic situation at issue anl 
then paraphrases (11) with 'wide scopus) like in (11 '): 

(J 1) Ralph does not believe that the man at the beach is a spy. 

(11') There is a man named Ortcutt who is not believed by Ralph 10 be ~ 
spy, 

As is well .. known. there is a controversy about whether (H') should be 
accepted for Ralph's epistemic situation. I eannot enter the debate abou1 
Quine's example here. IonI)' recalled Quine's problem because it can help 
to gain a better understanding of how the phenomenal I nonphenomenal 
distinetion and the de re / de dicto dichotomy are rclated to one another. 

Confronted with Quine's problem one might at fU'St think that the prob
Jem ean be avoided by restrieting de re belief descriptions to eases where 
the epistemic subject has a sufficiently direct epistemic access to thc object 
ofhis or her belief. The reason why the difficulty arises in Quine·s example 
is obviousJy the fact that Ralph does not recognize a person he already 
knows in new circumstances. So the relatiOn of a person to the object ofhis 
or her be)jefsbould be so intimate that such a case is excluded. Restricting 
de re belief descriptions to such eases would therefore solve Quine's 
problem. But one quickJy realizes that there does not seern to be any way to 
give a genera! characterization of the 'epistemit intimacy' required which 
is not ad hoc and which stilJ allows de re belief descriptions to be at least 
sometimes adequate. This is so since 'it is in principle always thinkable that 
we do Dot recognize even the most famHiar object in unusual circumstances 

lS 11'1 tbc f'ormlllations with 'wide scopus' the tenns 'the man with the brown hat' and lthe 
man at tbe beach' oceur oU1Side the belief contcxt and therefQtc can be replaced by an 
expression that designaIes the same person witbout thereby changina tbc truth value. 
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and thus mistake one thing for two' .16 The situation is different in thc case 
of belief about colours. Quine's problem can here be avoided in a natural 
way by simply restricting de re belief descriptions to phenomenal beI ief 
about colours. It is impossible fcr a rational person to have contlicting 
beliefs about one and the same tolour. One will immediately see tbat this is 
so when trying to find counterexamples. 17 One might describe tbe situation 
as follows: Wo could say that a genuine de re beHef in an intuitively obvious 
sense is a belief where the subject is so intimately related to the object cf 
his or her belief that he or she is just incapable to commit the mistake tha.t 
gives rise to Quine' s problem. Phenomenal beliefs about colour are genuine 
de re beliefs in this sense and maybe phenomenal beliefs in general are the 
only kind of beliefs that are in this sense' genuinel)' de re' . (This thesis and 
similar ones about the relation between the two epistemological distinctions 
at issue obviously can be considered only after having introduced the 
phenomenall nonphenomenal distinction independently, without thereby 
already using the de re / de dicta distinction). 

The above considerations should have shown among other things: (1) The 
precise relation between tbe two epistemological distinctions is a theoreti
cal question that requires detailed examination. (2) It is possible to intro
duce the phenomenai J nonphenomenal distinction without thereby 
presupposing the de Fe I de dicto distinction and without thereby being 
committed to solving first tbe well-knowD problems ofthe Iatter. ls 

I will not assume in the foUowing (although I thiok the claim can be 
defended) that phenomenal belief ab out colours is de re belief about col
Durs. One more reason for not doing so is that this thesis seerns to commit 
its proponent to saying something clarifying about the difficult questäon of 
what 'res' these special beUefs are about, But 00 special philosophical 
theory about the ontologie al status of colours is needed for a clear under
standing and for a preciseaccount of the epistemological distinetion be
tween phenomenal and nonphenomenal belief. 

One might furthermore be tempted to think that phenomenal belief about 
tbe experiences ofothers isjust a special kind of de se belief(ofbeliefabout 
oneself). When M31ianna learns that the sky appears bluep to nonnally 
sighted people, she thereby acquires the belief that thc sky appears to those 
people with respect to colour like this slide (the blue one) appears to hert .19 

16 Cited from Haas-Spohn 1989: S. 64 (my translation). 

11 This thesis is discussed in more detail in Nida-Rümc:lLn 1993, 61 f. Thc idu underlying 
this solution ot Quine 18 problem for belief about colours if of course related to thc: old idea 
tbat colours (and phenomenal qualities in general) are in asense directly presented to the 
perceiver in his or her perception (or more general co the subject in his or her expericmce). 

ta Whoever rnakes a eonceptual proposal should of course relate this proposaJ to concepts 
thllt are aJready commonly acccplCd. Thcre is nO room to da &his here (but see Nida-Rflmelin 
1993: 48- 63). 

19 I uSC Castailcda.' s •• ' to indicatc ae SIl belief. See c ••• Castaftcda 1967. 
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It might therefore appear as if Marianna·s progress could be described -in _ 
the following way: Ifwe seleet an object that appears blue to Marianna. then 
we ean describe her epistemic progress as consisting in having leamed that 
thc sky appears to othcrs with respect to eoloUf like tbis object appean to 
her·. 

This thesis is intcresting in the context ofthe argument from knowledge 
if combined with tbe view that tbe locution '0 appears to S in the same 
colour as 0' appears to S" or '0 appears to S with respect to colour Iike 0' 
appears to S" can be expJicated in purely physicalist tenns. Let us eall 
'physical de se knowledge' ~ knowledge that involves .self-attribution of 
physical properties (or of properties that can be explicated in physicalist 
tcnninoJogy). Then aecording to the thesis at issue, phenomenal knowledge 
about the experience$ of others would be physical de se kowledge. Butt it 
is common opinion that de se belief and de se knowledge does not represent 
a problem for physicalism.20 lt would follow that tbe notion of phenomenal 
belief cannot help mucb in a defence of the knowledge argument 

But the thesis that phenomenal belief (in the sense here introduced) is 
nothing but pbysical de se belief is untenable. This thesis assumes the 
equivalence of the foUowing two assertio~s: 

(12) ~arianna believes that tbe sky appears redp to PeteT. 

(13) Wbenever Marianna is visually presented with a red object she forms 
the de se beHefthat tbe sky appears to Peter with respect to colour like 
this object presently (de lIunc) appears to her*.21 

But the equivalence between (12) and (13) only holds under tbe asswnp~ 
tion that the red object aetual1y appears red to Marianna in tbe given 
circumstances. 1t does not hold if Marianna is pseudonormal or if she is 
visually presented with tbc objeet at issue under unusuallighting eonditions 
that make it appear e.g. brown. Z% SO (13) must be changed into (13 ') in order 
to get an assertions that is truejust in ease (12) holds ofMarianna: 

(J3') When Marianna is visually presented with an object that appears red 
to her under the then prevailing conditions, she fonns the de se (and 
de nunc) beliefthat this object presently (de lIunc) appears to her* (de 
se) with respect to colour like tbc sky appears to Peter. . 

Now, quite obviously, the equivalence betwcen (12) and (13') is to be 
explained in the following way: When Marianna is visuaJly presented with 
an objeet that appears red to her underthe then prevailing cirumstances. she 

20 It do not subscribe to 1his view here but it would bc bad for my argument if 1 firsl bad to 
show that this view is mise. 
II De "une beUefis beliefwe nOtmaUy express using the term 'now', Far adiscussion of de 
name belief see c.g. Sosa 1983. -

22 Far pseudononnality sec footnote 13, 
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knowS that the object presently (fit! nunc) appears redp to hcr* (de se). That 
the epistemic subject doos have this dB nunc-de se belief in the circ:um· 
stallces at issue is implicitly assumed in the claim that (12) and (13') Are 
equivalent. This is not a decisive argument but a hint at what is wrong with 
the claim under consideration. A genuine refutation of thc claim that 
pbenomenal belief is physical de se belief can be accomplished using a 
more complex thought experiment (there is no room, however, to present it 
here).21 
Furthermore~ phenomenal beliefis not just a kind ofindexical belief. This 

idea might appear plausibLe sinee wo could infonn Marianna about what she 
did not yet know (in the phenomenal sense aboutthe experiences of otherst 

e.g. when they look at the sky) by 'ostensive teaching' (e.g. by pointing to 
a blue objec:t saying 'this is what we call "blueHt

). This might lead to the 
conclusion that (12) ean be paraphrased by (lS): 

(J S) Every red objeet 0 is such that the the following holds: IfMarianna is 
visuaHy presented with 0 1 then she will form an indexical belief that 
she could express saying while demonstratively refering to 0 (e.g. by 
pointing): 'The sky appears to Pctcr with respect to colour Iikc this·. 

However. neither the conclusion of (J 5) from (12)t nor the concJusion of 
(12) €rom (lS). is valid in general. For cxample, if Marianna is pseudo. 
normal (green objects appearred to her IOd red objects appear green to her), 
(15) can be true and (12) false: If Marianoa does not know that she* is 
pseudonormal then she will express her phenomenal belief that the sky 
appears redp to Peter by demonstrative reference to green objects (that 
appear red to her) and she will have no tendency to express the relevant 
indexical beliefwhen presented with red objects. Tbe same example refutes 
the claim that (15) implies (12). The non·equivalence of (12) and (15) can 
be seen in Mother way: Suppose there is a measuring instrument that allows 
blind people to identify the cola ur of objects on the basis of their physical 
surface properties. Then a blind person who is aJIowed to use this instru
ment when confronted with a coloured object can fulfill tbe property 
ascribed to Marianna in (15) although he or she does not have tbe belief 
ascribed to Marianna in (12).24 

Having this last counterexample in mind a proponent of the indexical 
interpretation of phenomenaI belief might try to defend his position requ ir
ing a visual confrontation ofthe subject with the object at issue in a revised 
version of (l 5). But this move does not hetp for a defence ofthe elaim that 
phenomenal belief is just a special kind of indexical belief.lf phenomenal 

2l This I'ctutation is prcsented in Nicla-Ramelin 1993J scctlon 4.3. 

24. I owe this cxample to a commcnt ofMichael Pietroforte. Tbc two articles Spohn 1996 and 
~~;!: 'Ntda-RUmelin 19968 discuss in detail thc rclated queslion whether colour tenns arc hidden 
f",', indexicals. l::;· 

P. 14/24 
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beliefs were nothing but indexical beliefs thon tb~ way in which the corre· 
sponding demonstrative reference is achieved sbould not matter. 

IV. MariaDDa's Epistemle Progress 

Jackson's example appears in a new Hght when reconsidered having 
. Marianna' s ca se in mind. When Mary is finally released she acquires new 
knowledge about the experiences of others (sbe Ieams e.g. that the sky 
appears bluep to people with normal colour perception). But Mary does not 
gain this item of knowledge simply by gaining sigh1 and thereby acquain~ 
tance with colours. A disadvantage of Jackson"s example is that it fans to 
distinguish two steps of epistemic progress that can be distinguished clearly 
in Marianna's case. When Marianna gains sight and thereby acquaintance 
with blue, green, yel10w and red she takes a first step of epistemic progress 
which consists in her gaining epistemic access to questions that she could 
not have considered before. Only after this first step~ namely when she 
knows red, green, blue and yellow by personal experience, can she consider 
the question whether the sky appcars blucp or redp Or yellowp or greenp to 
normally sighted people. She can wcigh these foul possibilities against each 
other) she might assign subjective probabilities to these alternatives. These 
fOUT possibilities were epistemically inaccessible to her before she left her 
black-and-white environment. Having gained epistemic aecess to questions 
she could not have considered befare, is already a kind of epistemic pro
gress -- aJthough she has not yet gained any new item of the relevant 
propositional knowledge. 

A second step cf epistemic progress is required to find out which of the 
hypotheses she is now able to consider is in fact true, Jackson' s Mary seerns 
to take these two steps at once. This is why Jackson 's ease faHs to show 
explicitly that there is a kind of knowledge inaccessible to blind Mary 
which does involve the elimination of 'hitherto open possibHities'. 2$ 

Using the notion of phenomenal belief we can describe mare in detail 
what happens when Marianna takes the second step of epistemic progress. 
Before her release Marianna believes that the sky appears redp to normally 
sighted people. She expects the sight of a redp sky for the moment in which 
she will leave the house. Shc entertains - in other words - the de se 
expectation that the sky will appear redp to her·. Wben she finally leaves 
thc bouse on a sunny day she will reaUze with surprise that her de se 
expectation was mistaken. She will then rationally conelude (sincc she 
believes herselfto be nonnally sighted) that - contrary to what she had 

25 David Lewis (1988) has objectcd to the view that Mary pins propasitional knowledge 
after her release by pointina out that the a.equisition of • knowledge ofwhat it's like' doos not 
sl:c:m 10 be conncct~ with an eUmation of bitherto open possibiHtic:s. Using the notion of 
phenomenal belief to descrilx~ Mary's epistemic progress alJows for an answer to this 
objection. Every acquistion of an item cf phenomcnal know ledge involves the ~clusion of 
omer hitherto open «pistemic possibilitities. 

charles
Highlight
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thought - the sky appears bluep to nonnally sighted people. When Mati
anna finally sees the sky she also detects an error in her fonner assumptions 
about the normal use of language. When sbe still believed that the sky 
appears redp to normally sighted people, she thought - so to speak - of 
the wrong eolour that it was the colour referred to by 'blue' . More precisely 
hermistake ahout language should be described this way: She beHeved that 
redp objects are called 'bluer and she believed tbat 'object 0 appears blue 
to person S' is truely asserted cf a person S just in case 0 appears redp to 
that person. Note that a precise formulation ofher mistake about language 
already requires the use of the notion of phenomenal bel ief. Marianna can 
make tbis mistake only when she is capable of entertaining phenomenal 
belief~ so only after she has taken the first step of epistemic progress 
described above. (Her epistemic progress involves the capability to make 
new errors, which might seern paradox at first sight but is not on a second: 
who gains epistemic access to new questions also acquires the new ability 
to believe in thc wrong answers). In the present context it is important to 
see the following: Marianna's second step of epistemic progress does not 
cons;st in her revision of amistake ab out language (although it goes along 
with such arevision). lt would be amistake to think that Marianna, when 
she finally sees the sky, does not leam more than that bluep objects are 
called 'blue' and that somthing is said to appear (blue~ just in case it appears 
bluep. Given her rieb background knowledge this new knowledge about 
language is necessarily accompanied by the acquisition of a rieh body of 
new phenomenal knowledge. Suppose she bad learned that objects appear 
bIueop to a person iff certain physiological conditions are fulfilled. Tben her 
new knawledge abaut language goes along with the acquistion of the new 
item of phenomenal beJief that things appears bluep to human beings iff 
these conditions obtain. 

V. Phenomenal Know)edae as Knowledge about Wbat is the Cue 

Before I answer possible objections against the view that phenomenal 
knowledge is kn'owledge in the strict sense about something that is the case, 
r wilJ briefly sketch a few positive reasons far this claim . 

. '. (1) Tbe epistemological notion hefe introduced allows for tbe distinction 
between belief and knowledge. Marianna believes e.g. that the sky 
appears redp, hut she does not know this, since what she helieves is 
false. There is no analogous pair of notions (phenomenal belief an the 
one hand and phenomenal knowledge on the other) in the casc of 

4.'.- practical capacities, nor is there any such analogaus pair of nations in 
the case of so-called knowtedge of what it's Hke. That there is a 
corresponding notion ofbeliefis of course typical for knowledge in the 
full-fledged sense. 

P. 16/24 
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t 
.~ (2) In nonnal cases of belief about somcthing that is the case we can 

specify the conditions under whicb the belief of tbc person is correct 
using normal assemve sentences. For the case of ·knowingwhat it2s 
Uke to bave a pcrception of bluet it is hard to see how one eould tutti! 
this possible requiremcnt. First of all, one would have to explain what 
could be meant by a corresponding notion ofbelief about 'what it is Iike 
to have a perception ofbluc·, sccond One would have to find a sentence 
S such that S is true iff the corresponding belief is troe. !his task 
appears almost unsolvable in tbe case of knowing what it~s like. For 
most eases of phenomenaI belief, by contrast, it doc$ not reprcsent any 
problem.26 Marianna·s phenomenal belief that the sky appears redp to 
Petor would be true iff the sentence 'tbe sky appears red to Peter t were 
true. 

(3) Phenomenal belief and pbenomenal knowledge can be ascribed in the 
normal way, by using that-clauses. which again is typical for belief and 
knowledge about something that is tbc ease. Also - as in the ease of 
de re, de dicta, de se and de ."une beliefs - the distinction naturally 
carries over to atber propositionat anitudes: Marianna may hope that 
the sky appears redp to normal perceivers, she may wonder whether the 
sky appears redp or she may doubt that it appears redp to nonnal 
perceivers, etc. 

(4) Also, as in the ease of other opinions about what is the ease, one can 
easiJy construct situations in which Marianna might rationally assign 
some specific subjective probability to the alternative that the sky 
appears rcdp to normal perceivers. This observation too strcngtbens the 
intuition that phenomenal belief is belief ab out something tbat might or 
might not be tbe case. 

(5) It makes sensc to ask wh ether a specific phenomenaJ belief is rationally 
justificd. Constder the following case. Marianna has seen a painting 
showing alandscape with a red sky. She has reason to think that the 
painting is naturalistic. She has reason to think that she! is nonna1ly 
sigbted and that sbe saw the painting under nonna} lighting conditions. 
In this case Marianna may have good reason to think that the sky 
appears redp to normally sighted people. Tbc fact that there is room for 
the notion of rational justification is one more reason to think that 
phenomenaJ berief is belief in the full sense of belief about astate of 
affairs. 

The above arguments in favour of the thesis that phenomenal knowledge is . 
factual knowledge would have to be defeated by a proponent ofthe view 

2t. An exceplion is e.8. the belief th at blueRP things appear bJuep (for a diseussion oflhis see 
'Nida~R.Qme1in. 1996b, seetion 6). 
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that Mary only gains a bundle ofpractical capacities after her release. But, 
all the same, I wish to examine this kind of objection more elosety (I will 
taU this objection tbc 'ability objcction'). The reason why thc ability 
objection seems to mc to deserve a more detal led discussion is the observa ... 
tion that it appears to be surprisingly resistent against counterarguments and 
conflicting intuitions in discussion with many people (maybe one main 
cause for this is the celebrity of one of its proponents). Tbe above men
tioned propertics of phenomenal knowlcdge that are typical for genuine 
knowledge are not shared by knowJedge of what it's like.27 This counts 
against the thesis that knowledge ofwhat ifs Hke is genuine knowledge. So 
the ability thesis may actually appcRT plausible u long as one starts from 
the assumption that Mariannalts progress after her release is properly 
described by saying that she acquires knowledge of what it's like. Let us 
now see how the analogaus objection would have to be fonnulated onee it 
is accepted that the notion of phenomenal knowledge provides a more 
adequate account of Mary's real or apparent epistemic progress. 

Same ofthese abilities normally mentioned in this·context can quickly be 
excluded as a possible basis for an analysis of phenomenal knowledge. 
because Marianna already acquires these abilities after her first step of 
epistemic progress when she still has not acquired the relevant items of 
phenomena) knowledge at issue. Marianna is able. for instanc~, to imagine 
something blue at wilJ or to rememoor something blue before she leams that 
the sky appears bluep to human beings with nonnal eolaur perception. 

A first answer to this defence against the ability objection could be the 
following: The relevant sense of 'ability to imagine (or to remember) 
something blue' i8 the ability to obey to tbe verbally given imperative 
'imagine something blue' Of 'remember an occasion when you saw some
trung bluet 

• Marianna indeed gains this capacity only after ber second step 
of epistemic progress. At a point of her history when she still believes that 
the sky appears redp to nonnally sighted people she will imagine something 
red or remember an experience of red when trying to obey to the above 
imperatives. So the defence above cannot be repeated here. But this does 
not show that Marianna's progress (after her second stcp) is not a genuine 
epistemic one that involves new knawledge of facts. It is quitt common that 
the gaining of factual knowledge gOC$ along with tbc acquisition of the 
practical ability to obey to certain imperatives (consider: 'point to tbe 
person who is the thief!' or ·choose thc right answer!' ). In these normal 
Cues the new factual knowledge explains why the person has acquired the 
capacity at issue. Now1 quite obviously, this also applies in the case pres
ently under considcration. Marianna is able to obey to those imperatives 
after her second step of epistemic progress because she now has acquired 

27 An analysis of 'knowina what it's filee' in terms of phenomenal belief is proposed in 
~;Nida.RümeliQ 1996b: sectiol'l6 andin Nida,·RümeHn 1993: 70-6. 

P. 18/24 
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the phenomenal knowledge needed for this practical ability. Before Mari. ,;~ 
anna eorrects her mistake about thc normal use oflanguage she believes that ';~ 
aperson who wishes to obey to tbe imperative "Imagine something bluel' ',~ 
must imagine something redp and that 8 person must femember an experi •. :, 
enee of redp in order tn obey to the second imperative mentioned above. So' .. 
her incapacity to obey to these imperatives is due to a lack of phenomenal 
knowledge 8n9 her capacity to do so after her second step of epistemic , 
progress is duc to an acquisitioll of new phenomenal knowledge. ., 

There is a further interesting capacity sometimes mentioned in this eon
text, namely the capacity to predjct the behaviour of others by imaginative, 
experiments. (See N emirow 1979; 1980.) Now there certainly is an interest .. 
ing connection between the capacity to make such predictions on the basis 
of 'correet empathy' on the one hand and pheno,menaJ knowledge on the 
other, but in this case too it appears obvious to me that tbe capacity at issue 
does not constitute the kind ofknowledge at issue, hut is, rather, in fortunatc 
eases the l'esu/t ofphenomenal knowledge. Unfortunately, there is no room 
for further elaboration ofthis point in the present paper.28 

Whoever claims that phenomenal knowledge is notbing but a bundle of 
practical capacities. should propose a concrete analysis of phenomenal 
knowledge in terms of such abilitjes. How could such an analysis look like? 
A proponent ofthis view might propose (17) as an analysis of (16); 

(J 6) Marianna knows that ripe tomatoes appear redp to nonnal1y sighted 
people. 

(17) Marianna has acquired the practical capacity to seleet (on the basis of 
visual perception) those objects that appear to nonnally sighted people 
with respect to colour like ripe tomatoes. 

But this proposal can again be refutcd by consideringthe oase of pseudo
normal peopJe. (See footnote 13.) IfMarianna were pseudonormal without 
knowing that she is, she could fulfil (17) and stil! believe that ripe tomatoes 
appear greenp (and do not appear redp) to nonnally sighted people. Again, 
this counterexample renders intuitively quite obvious what is wrong with 
the analysis considered here. Under normal conditions, when Marianna has 
acquired the item of phenomenal knowledge ascribed to her in (16), then 
she also has the capacity described in (17) since t when prcsented with red 
objects. she knows that tllese objects appear redp to her and she believes 
herself to be nonnally sighted. Tbc practical capacity described in (17) is 
only a symptom for her having tbe phenomenal knowledge at issue but it 
cau be - in unusual circumstanees, as is shown by the exampJe of 
pseudonormal vision - a symptom of a different phenomenal belief as weU. "" 

:2& Apreeise account ofthe relation bet:ween phenamenal knowJedge and successful empadl1 
(corroct imagination of what other people experience) 15 proposcd in NidB-Rtimelin 1996e. [{; 

, .:.::~ 
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'~,! •. Tbc proponent ofthe ability objection against the claim that phonomcnal 
f:· tnowledge is genuine knowledge, also has to give an analysis of phenome~ 
;~: aal belief(notjust of phenomenal knowledge). So the question arises how 
~: . bc could interpret for instance (18): 

. (18) Marianna believes that the sky appears redp to normally sightcd 
people. 

He might consider tho following proposal (19): 

(19) IfMarianna were asked to select those objects (out of severaJ differ
ently cotourcd objects) that havc tbe colour that nonnally sighted 
people expcrience when looking at the sky, thon she would select the 
red objec~. 

But again, (19) could be true of Marianna and (18) false, if Marianna is 
pseudonormal but does not know that she Is. , 

I wish to leave the development of more sophisticated vers ions to tbe 
proponent of the ability objection. I hope to have convinced the reader that 
Ihe ability objection loses its intuitive appeal onoe ODe accepts that Mary·s 
epistemic progress is adequately described in the way here proposed (as an 
acquisition ofphenomenal knowledge and not as an acquisition of'knowing 
what it's like') and that it certainly is not obvious how the claim that 
phenomenal knowledge too is nothing but a bundle of practical abilities 
could be argued for in a convincing manner. 

VI. A New Look at the Argument from Knowledge 

Assuming that phenomenal knowledge is· a special kind of factual knowl .. 
edge about phenomenal states (knowledge about something that is the ease)) 
the argument from knowledge can be stated quite simply in tbe following 
way: There is a kind ofknowledge about phenomenal states that is accessi· 
~le only to an epistemic subject who knows the kind of phenomenal state st 
tssue (the kind of state the relevant item of knowledge is about) by personal 
.experience (by having been in that kind of state). But it is commonly 
8Ccepted that an understanding of a description given in purely physicalist 

. tenns does 'not presuppose being ac:::quainted with any special kind of 
.,,' phenomenal state by personal experience.29 Therefore, a description of a 

tonscious being given in purely physicalist tenninology is epistemically 
incomplete in the foUowing sense: A rational epistemic subject who is able 

...10 understand any physicaHst description of whatevef kind, may lack 
:;.. 29 As is cornmon in tbe discussion 'physicalist' terminalos>, is used h(lre in a very broad 

-se .that includes notjust the terms Qfph)'sics but,also of e.&. chemisuy and neurobiolo8Y. 
r~nttion'list and behaviouristtermiriology is inc!uded as weil. 'Physicalisttcnninology' also 
"K,;IUdes the terminology used in future developments ofthe mentioned empir[cal disciplines 

Ions as they da not usc ml;ntalisi vocabulary in an irreduciblc.manner. 'Physical' knowl-
is all knowlcdge that can be convcyed using physicalist tenninology. . 

--------------------~ .... _---~._---------~ 
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specific items ofknowledge about another conscious being that in principl 
cannot be communicated to the subject at issue by any physicalist desc:ri~ 
don, DO matter how detailed and complex this description may be. 

Note that for this formulation of thc argument it is unnecessary t 
speeulate about the episremic situation of a person who has 'camplet 
knowledge' in some relevant respect. Instead, it is sufficient to assume thi 
the kind of knowledge st issue (contrary to so-called physical knowledge 
presupposes having had certain specific kinds of experiences. When formu 
1ated this way several objectioDS raised against the original version of th 
knowledge argument can be immediately rejected as irrelevant. This is tru 
for those objections tbat are based on the claim that a pbysiologist wh 
really knew everything 'physicaJ' there is to know about human co10u 
vision could immediately decide which colour is the red one when visuaU 
confronted with co)ours for the first time. (Cf. Cburchland 1985; Hardi 
1992.) The debate about this claim is irrelevant since the argument j 
al ready saved jf it is accepted that e.g. a person born blind cannot hav 
phenomenal knowledge about tbe experiences of others although he or sb 
can acquire every kind of 'physical knowledge'. The question when an 
under what conditions a person bom blind would acquire phenomem 
knowledge when she fmally gains sight is then, obviously, of no impol 
tance. 

I have argued that Mary gains new factual knowledge after her releast 
But, in general, new factual knowledge does not necessarily involve knowl 
edge of new facts. This can be seen by the example of de se knowledge 
Maria might know that Maria is in Munich and yet not know that she+ is i 
Munich (she might have forgotten that she* is Maria). When she finds Ol 

that she* is in Munich she certainly gains new knowledge. But there is goo 
reason to doubt that she thereby has gained knowledge of a new fact, a fa< 
she did not know before in some other way. After aU, what she believes i 
her beliefthat Maria is jn Munich is true iffMaria is .in Munich and the sam 
holds far her de se belief: Maria's belief that she* is in Munich is true jU! 

in case Maria is in Munieh. This observation seerns to support tbe view ttu 
in gaining the new item ofknowledge that she* is in Munieh Maria gets t 
know an old fact (that she already new before) in a new way, namely in wht 
one might eall tbc 'de se mode'. 

One might consider the view that the analogous claim holds for phenc 
menal belief. Many philosophers have argued that Mary gains new factul 
knowledge but thereby gains knowledge of old facts that she already kne' 
before in some other way.lO Tbe original intention ofthe knowledge argll 
ment was to show that there are non-physical facts, facts that cannot b 
expressed in a physic:alist language. But the above version ofthe argumer 

)0 The thesis that Mal')' pins new knowledse about faets she alteady knew befol'e in anoUU 
way has been sustainect b)' several authotS (see e.B- Horgan 1984; Loer 1990; Tye 1 986). 
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t~~ QlJJy has an epistemological result that does not yet lead to the intended 
r. ontological conclusion. Wbat is needed is a further assumption that can take 
. the foUowing form: The conte nt of phenomenal beliefs are special proposi
, tions that eannot be believed in a 'nonphenomenaP way and what is known 

ia phenomenal knowlcdge are facts that cannot be known otherwise. Tbc 
following thesis (20) is one possible version of this additional assumption. 

(20) Marianna has knowledgc of the fact expressed by 'tbe sky appears 
blue to Peter t iffMarianna knows that the sky appear& bluep to Peter. 

A possible fonnulation of the contrary opinion could be based on some 
version of the view that types of mental states are identical with certain 
types ofphysiologieal states. rhe proponent of such an identity thesis could 
base his rejection of (20) on the following claim: for an appropriately 
chosen brain state S the two sentences 'the sky appears blue to Peter' and 
'the sky causes under appropriate circumstances a brain state of kind S in 
Peter)s braint express one and the same fact. IfMarianna knows thattbe sky 
produces this kind S of a physioJogica! statt in Peter·s brains then she has 
knowledge of the same fact that is also the content of her item of phenome
nai knowlege that the sky appears bluep to Peter. Therefore, aecording to 
the identity theorist, (20) is unacceptable and the argument from knowledge 
does not lead to the antologicaJ result that was originally intended.:n 

I da not wish to comment this possible objeetion of the identity theorist 
here which would require a detailed discussion. Let me just note thc 
following: the claim that new phenomenal knowledge does not involve 
knowledge of new facts is considerably more problematic than the analo
gaus thesis sketched above for de se knowledge. In both eases thc claim 
implicitly assurnes a specific view about the conditions under which facts 
that are verbally ex.pressed in different ways are numerically identicaJ. In 
the ease of thc claim at issuc Cor de se knowledge. the implicitly accepted 
~ufficient condition for identity of facts is based on the not ion of identity of 
II1dividuals (the facts at issue are considered identical because Maria is 
idcmtical with the person Maria refers to using the tenn 'r ). Thc sufficient 
coodition for 'fact identity' presupposed in the corresponding claim about 
Phonomena! knowledge, by contrast, is based on a notion of identity 
betwcen properties (between the property ofbeing in a specific brain state 
and. having an impression of blue). NumericaI identity is certainly applica
bit to concrete individual things. It is, however, questianable wh ether 
ftU~erical identity be~een properties is Bn acceptable notion at an and how 
- If tbe answer is positive - identity between properties should be 

. explicated.32 . . , 

~ . 
. to fot a. discussion of (20) and other versiont or a. further IISsumprion that 'an bc: used to get 
.: Jl tbc ontological eonsequencc at issue see Nida-ROmelin 1996b. seetions 7 and 9. 
<~ ... < ~Fnr".6"""'''*''::_'''''~'''''''' ,. .. 1IJi .-, 
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f!'· 24~ I will conrem my:::::::::::I:iSremotOgiC8J mult o( 
the argument from knowledge here. Actually, it is possible to show that this.',; 
result is stonger than it might appear at first sight. Thc result is sufficicnt ., 
for the defenee of several central antimaterialist intuitions. For example, .~ . 
using this epistemological resu!t it is possible to argue for thc indispensa. '::. 
bility of phenomenal vocabulary in thc empirieal sciences of conscious :~.'. 
beings. Contrary to a wide-spread opinion among materialists~ cermin 'I 
well .. founded epistcmic i~terests that the empirica.l sciences ean and should :~~ 
respond tOt cannot be sattsfied by these sciences unless they make use of::rr 
phenomenal terminology. Apreeise aocount ofthis claim and ofhow it can A 
be argued for can be based on tbe here proposed version of the argument:~ 
from knowledge. But there is no room left here to elaborate this point.33.'~ 
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